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Abstract.
Background: Increasing evidence links impaired brain insulin signaling and insulin resistance to the development of
Alzheimer’s disease (AD).
Objective: This evidence prompted a search for molecular players common to AD and diabetes mellitus (DM).
Methods: The work incorporated studies based on a primary care-based cohort (pcb-Cohort) and a bioinformatics analysis
to identify central nodes, that are key players in AD and insulin signaling (IS) pathways. The interactome for each of these
key proteins was retrieved and network maps were developed for AD and IS. Synaptic enrichment was performed to reveal
synaptic common hubs.
Results: Cohort analysis showed that individuals with DM exhibited a correlation with poor performance in the Mini-Mental
State Examination (MMSE) cognitive test. Additionally, APOE �2 allele carriers appear to potentially be relatively more
protected against both DM and cognitive deficits. Ten clusters were identified in this network and 32 key synaptic proteins
were common to AD and IS. Given the relevance of signaling pathways, another network was constructed focusing on protein
kinases and protein phosphatases, and the top 6 kinase nodes (LRRK2, GSK3B, AKT1, EGFR, MAPK1, and FYN) were
further analyzed.
Conclusion: This allowed the elaboration of signaling cascades directly impacting A�PP and tau, whereby distinct signaling
pathway play a major role and strengthen an AD-IS link at a molecular level.

Keywords: Alzheimer’s disease, apolipoprotein E, insulin, leucine-rich repeat serine-threonine protein kinase-2, type 2
diabetes mellitus

INTRODUCTION

Reduced glucose levels and lower cerebral meta-
bolic rates in the brains of demented individuals
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were reported several years ago [1, 2]. Presently it is
clear that many pathologies exhibit diminished brain
glucose metabolism, among them Alzheimer’s dis-
ease (AD), Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis,
Huntington’s disease, Duchenne muscular dystrophy,
some forms of autism, Down’s syndrome and type
I and type II diabetes mellitus (T2DM). In turn, it
has been reported that the risk of developing AD
is 50–60% greater in individuals with T2DM [3].
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Consistently, rats intracerebroventricularly injected
with streptozotocin (which has preferred toxicity
towards pancreatic � cells) exhibit decreased glu-
cose/energy brain metabolism and learning and
memory deficits [4].

AD, accounting for 60–80% of dementia cases,
is also increasingly viewed as a metabolic disorder,
exhibiting impaired brain responses to glucose and
insulin, increased insulin and insulin-like growth
factor (IGF) resistance, and even exhibiting insulin
depletion. Downstream AD hallmarks include neu-
ronal loss, decreased synaptic plasticity, dystrophic
neuritis, anomalous protein phosphorylation, ubiqui-
tination and accumulation of the toxic A� peptide as
senile plaques and aggregation of hyperphosphory-
lated tau as neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) [5].

The AD-T2DM link is strengthen given that
chronic deficits in insulin signaling/resistance appear
to mediate AD related pathogenesis [6]. Hypogly-
cemia reduces glucose metabolism rate in the brain,
a defining AD feature. Alternatively, glucose brain
concentration may be adequate, but not that of insulin
[7]. Of note, acute insulin administration improves
memory and cognition.

Amyloid-� protein precursor (A�PP) is processed
via distinct cellular pathways; cleavage by alpha and
gamma secretases produces non-toxic peptides, or by
BACE1 and gamma secretases to produce the toxic
and longer A� species (the longer species more read-
ily aggregate into senile plaques). Work from our
group has shown that A�PP phosphorylation targets
A�PP to distinct processing pathways, affecting pro-
tein trafficking and the levels of A� produced [8–11].
Noticeably, insulin can promote A�PP trafficking
from the trans-Golgi network to the plasma mem-
brane [12], and insulin action on A�PP is mediated
via a receptor signal-related tyrosine kinase/mitogen-
activated protein kinase (MAPK/ERK) pathway [13].
Thus, impaired insulin signaling will disrupt A�PP
processing, A� production, and its clearance in the
brain [14]. Studies using N2a neuroblastoma cells
transfected with human APP695 (the brain specific
695 isoform), showed that insulin increases extra-
cellular A� levels by promoting its secretion and
inhibiting its degradation via the insulin-degrading
enzyme (IDE) [15].

IDE has a very high insulin affinity and in condi-
tions of high insulin, A� degradation is inhibited [16].
With aging, IDE production declines as the levels
of substrates increase. Furthermore, A� accumula-
tion reduces insulin binding affinity to its receptor,
compromising insulin signaling and augmenting the

effects of insulin resistance [17, 18]. In essence, A�
desensitizes and reduces the surface expression of
insulin receptors.

In terms of insulin signaling, many proteins are
phosphorylated and de-phosphorylated in the cas-
cade of events when insulin binds to its receptor.
Insulin and insulin receptor (IR) binding result in a
conformational change that induces the autophos-
phorylation of tyrosine residues in the receptor
[19]. The insulin receptor substrate family (IRS)
recognizes these residues, which are, in turn, recog-
nized by the phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K). PI3K
can phosphorylate phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bis-
phosphate (PIP2) into phosphatidylinositol (3,4,5)-
trisphosphate (PIP3) and in the presence of
phosphoinositide-dependent kinase-1 leads to the
phosphorylation and activation of protein kinase B
(PKB, also known as AKT). The activation of AKT
is necessary for the regulation of many processes,
among them glucose uptake, inhibition of glycogen
synthase kinase 3-� and � (GSK3� and GSK3�),
resulting in glycogen synthesis and activation of the
mammalian target of rapamycin, which promotes
protein synthesis [20]. Moreover, the binding of
insulin to the IR triggers another pathway, activating
the growth factor receptor-bound protein 2. The latter
is an A�PP binding protein but also associates with
the guanine nucleotide exchange factor son-of seven-
less leading to the activation of the mitogen-activated
protein kinases (MAPK) pathway [21]. The activa-
tion of the MAPK pathway promotes cell division
and differentiation.

Only in the last two decades has the brain started to
be considered as an insulin-sensitive organ. This was
achieved given the detection of insulin and IR in the
brain. Its origin has been explained as deriving from
peripheral or central sources, or even both. However,
the discovery of insulin mRNA in the brain proved
that this hormone could be produced in the brain
[22, 23], although insulin can cross the blood-brain
barrier using a receptor mediated transport system
[22–24]. Independent of the source of brain insulin,
recent studies demonstrated that insulin regulates
brain glucose and lipid metabolism, but it also regu-
lates neuronal activities and development, playing an
important role in learning and memory [23].

Given the above-mentioned evidence, it is not sur-
prising that individuals with T2DM have a higher
risk of developing AD, but the cellular mechanisms
and bridging points remain unknown. Thus, it is
fundamental to unravel the underlying cellular sig-
naling molecules and cascades that can contribute to
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scientific advances from a molecular level but ulti-
mately, to patient management and well-being. These
are aspects addressed in this manuscript, and as a
first step it was important to demonstrate a link at
the clinical level between AD and T2DM, to sub-
sequently identify potential molecular markers for
future diagnostic and therapeutic strategies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Given the significant links between AD and T2DM
documented in the literature, it became imperative
to determine if this link was evident in a regional
cohort studied by our group, whereby individuals
were recruited from primary health care centers,
resulting in a primary health care-based cohort (pcb-
Cohort).

Cohort analysis

The pcb-Cohort is a cross-sectional population-
based survey in the Aveiro district in Portugal.
Volunteers were admitted, independent of complai-
nts or deficits in any cognitive domain, but a
mandatory inclusion criterion to be 50 years or
older was implemented. Individuals undergoing
oncological treatment, diagnosed with psychiatric
disorders (excluding depression), aphasia, or unable
to answer the questions in the structured inter-
view were excluded, although exclusion criteria were
kept to an absolute minimum. Participants under-
went a semi-structured questionnaire addressing soc-
iodemographic characteristics, personal and family
history. Subsequently, questionnaires typically asso-
ciated with diagnosing dementia were implemented
and information regarding clinical history and medi-
cation usage taken was collected from clinical records
and registered.

Several cognitive evaluations and dementia screen-
ing tests were applied [25, 26], among them the
Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR), Mini-Mental State
Examination (MMSE), Geriatric Depression Scale
(GDS), Katz of Activities of Daily Living (ADL),
and Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADL).
Participants were also scored for comorbidities,
including diabetes.

The CDR applied a 0 to 3 score, where scores below
0.5 were considered healthy, while over 0.5 were con-
sidered mild, moderate, or severe dementia cases. The
MMSE test was scored from 0 to 30 using a cut-off
of 27. All below or equal to 27 were considered to

have cognitive deficits. The GDS test consists of 15
questions used to assess the depression state of
patients and categorize as depressed or not depressed.
Both ADL and IADL were used to determine the
independence of a patient with respect to several basic
tasks, categorizing them as dependent or indepen-
dent.

Statistical analysis

The database was organized and analyzed using
IBM SPSS Statistics version 26 (IBM Corporation,
Armonk, NY, USA). A two-sided statistical test
was carried out, and differences were significant if
p < 0.05. Categorical variables were assessed through
examination of frequencies, while continuous vari-
ables were assessed through generation of descriptive
(means, standard deviations) methods to investigate
the differences in the group (Diabetic or not Diabetic
groups). Bivariate analysis was performed: Group
comparisons for demographic, clinical, and global
cognitive variables were performed with independent
samples t tests or Chi square (χ2) tests, as appropriate.

Network construction for Alzheimer’s disease
and insulin signaling pathways

To test molecular overlaps, networks were built
based on protein-protein interactions reported in the
available literature and from data platforms, rele-
vant to AD and insulin signaling (IS) pathways. The
first step was to determine the key proteins for both
AD and IS (Table 1). For this purpose, KEGG path-
ways for AD and IS were used to extract all proteins
involved in each of these pathways. All key pro-
teins were analyzed using the respective human gene
Uniprot code and submitted to IntAct on 9 July 2020
and the interactome identified in each case. Although
protein:protein interactions are obviously at the pro-
tein level, the IntAct output refers to the gene, hence
in the tables and figures below the term for the gene is
used. The interactome for each of the genes for both
pathways were downloaded and stored for subsequent
analyses. The IntAct database was used, given that
these interactions have been curated.

A network map for each protein interactome
(although the data extracted refers the gene name)
was then constructed using Cytoscape 3.7.2 [27]. Fil-
ters were applied to ensure all proteins used were
human, followed by a merge to create the AD and
IS interactome networks. Furthermore, the intersec-
tion between these two networks was performed to
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Table 1
Bivariate analysis as a function of Diabetes in the pcb-Cohort. Statistically significant values appear in bold; Values close to significance

appear in underline; percentages appear as a fraction for each of the groups under study within each column

Characteristics N (%) Diabetes Mellitus Statistical test p

NO = 453 YES = 115

Demographic characteristics
Age – 67.6 ± 9.5 67.9 ± 8.13 t = –0.356 0.722
Gender

Female 405 (71.3%) 326 (72%) 79 (68.7%) χ2 = 0.479 0.489
Male 163 (28.7%) 127 (28%) 36 (31.3%)

Years of literacy – 5.3 ± 3.8 4.5 ± 3.1 t = 2.463 0.015
Clinical characteristics

Number of diseases – 2.6 ± 1.5 4.5 ± 1.5 t = –12.305 < 0.001
Hypertension 351 (61.8%) 254 (56.1%) 97 (84.3%) χ2 = 31.063 < 0.001
Dyslipidemia 333 (58.6%) 250 (55.2%) 83 (72.2%) χ2 = 10.910 0.001
Osteoarticular disease 305 (53.7%) 238 (52.5%) 67 (58.3%) χ2 = 1.210 0.272
Cardiovascular disease 302 (53.2%) 221 (48.8%) 81 (70.4%) χ2 = 17.263 < 0.001
Gastrointestinal disease 151 (26.6%) 112 (24.7%) 39 (33.9%) χ2 = 3.968 0.046
Genitourinary disease 122 (21.5%) 94 (20.8%) 28 (24.3%) χ2 = 0.704 0.402
Respiratory disease 93 (16.4%) 67 (14.8%) 26 (22.6%) χ2 = 4.095 0.043
Neurodegenerative disease 22 (3.9%) 19 (4.2%) 3 (2.6%) χ2 = 0.619 0.431

Cognitive evaluation
CDR ≥ 0.5 267 (47%) 218 (48.1%) 49 (42.6%) χ2 = 1.120 0.29
MMSE 132 (23.2%) 98 (21.6%) 34 (29.6%) χ2 = 3.325 0.072
GDS 174 (30.6%) 137 (30.2%) 37 (32.2%) χ2 = 0.161 0.688
KATZ 31 (5.5%) 25 (5.5%) 6 (5.2%) χ2 = 0.02 0.899
IADL 176 (31%) 137 (30.2%) 39 (33.9%) χ2 = 0.578 0.477

NO = 408 YES = 100

APOE genotyping
APOE �2 38 (7.5%) 35 (8.6%) 3 (3%) χ2 = 3.611 0.057
APOE �3 494 (97.2%) 396 (97.1%) 98 (98.0%) χ2 = 0.265 0.606
APOE �4 96 (18.9%) 79 (19.4%) 17 (17.0%) χ2 = 0.293 0.589

identify the coincident protein in both pathways, thus
representing common hubs.

Synapse enriched network construction and
analysis

It has been well established that AD is a neu-
ronal disorder and that prior to senile plaques and
NFTs formation, synaptic signaling anomalies occur.
Thus, the synaptic interactome was constructed by
searching with the GeneOntology term for “synapse”
(GO:0045202) on the IntAct database. The synaptic
proteome was thus constructed.

The coincident proteins/genes list from the inter-
section of AD and IS networks was subsequently
analyzed against the synaptic interactome to build
the AD/IS coincident proteins interactome at the
synapse. Furthermore, community cluster (gLay)
from clusterMaker2 [28] was used to identify dif-
ferent communities within our data set followed by
a betweenness centrality analysis. Genetic risk fac-
tors for AD were also analyzed in this network. A
list of genetic risk factors for AD was crossed with

our network and genes identified were marked in the
resulting figure, as shown in the results.

The gene list was categorized according to the
Gene Ontology (GO) annotation, obtained from the
UniProt-SwissProt database. The GO terms were
filtered according to the Generic GO Slim and cat-
egorization was carried out separately for “Cellular
Component”, “Molecular Function”, and “Biologi-
cal Process”. This analysis was performed through
the use of a dedicated software framework (Sys-
BioTK, available at: https://sysbiotk.sourceforge.io/
and code available at: https://sourceforge.net/p/
sysbiotk/code/ci/Dev/tree/Examples/Synapse/) and
approaches already described were employed [29].
To determine p-values, the background list was down-
load from http://pantherdb.org [30].

Kinase and phosphatase enriched network
construction and analysis

Following the construction of the synaptic AD/IS
coincident proteins/genes, all known human kinases
and phosphatases were extracted to build a kinase

https://sysbiotk.sourceforge.io/
https://sourceforge.net/p/sysbiotk/code/ci/Dev/tree/Examples/Synapse/
http://pantherdb.org
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and phosphatase enriched network. For this pur-
pose, a list of human kinases (KinHub, available
at http://www.kinhub.org/) [31] and human phos-
phatases and their regulatory subunits (HuPho,
available at http://hupho.uniroma2.it/) [32] were
crossed with our gene list and extracted to build
a new network (designated the AD/IS synaptic
kinome and phosphatome; ADISsynKP network).
Afterwards, a new betweenness centrality analy-
sis was performed on the ADISsynKP network
to identify the most important kinases and phos-
phatases. Furthermore, the tool kinector (available at
http://www.kinector.ca/) was used to construct sig-
naling pathways between the top 6 candidates with
higher betweenness centrality values from the ADIS-
synKP network and two key AD proteins (A�PP and
tau). Each signaling pathway was constructed with
three levels of connectivity and displayed in Figs. 5
and 6.

RESULTS

Diabetes correlates with poor cognitive scores

The pcb-Cohort was evaluated, as explained in
the Materials and Methods section with respect to
sociodemographic characteristics, cognitive evalua-
tions, and clinical data including the presence of
comorbidities (Table 1 and Supplementary Table 1).
Results are presented as a bivariate analysis as a
function of diabetes mellitus (DM), which had been
diagnosed for 115 participants in the pcb-Cohort
(Table 1).

DM showed an association with years of liter-
acy, whereby increased literacy appears to associate
with a lower risk of developing this condition, as is
the case for other pathologies. Also, characteristic
of other pathologies, individuals with DM exhibit
an increased number of comorbidities when com-
pared to non-DM cases; 4.5 versus 2.6 other diseases
(Table 1). In the cohort studied here, the greatest
associations with DM and other comorbidities were
evident for hypertension, dyslipidemia, cardiovascu-
lar disease, gastrointestinal disease, and respiratory
disease. Of note in the pcb-Cohort, individuals with
poor CDR scores also exhibited a high correlation
with gastrointestinal disease and respiratory disease,
as previously reported [25]. No correlation between
DM and neuropathologies was evident, but this is per-
haps due to the fact that neuropathologies were not
subdivided and this is a very diverse group.

Several cognitive tests were applied to the pcb-
Cohort, among them the MMSE which was scored
from 0–30, using a cut-off at 27 [33]. Those equal to
or below the cut-off were scored as having cognitive
deficit, those above the cut-off as normal. An asso-
ciation tendency was obtained for DM and MMSE,
although with no statistical significance (p = 0.072,
Table 1), but no further associations were obtained
with other cognitive tests. Additionally, APOE �2
genotype (p = 0.057), in this cohort, is protective for
DM.

Taken together, the data derived from the pcb-
Cohort provides preliminary evidence linking poor
cognitive scores to DM, validating the need to carry
out further studies, as described below.

Synaptic AD and IS coincident network
organized into clusters

To identify the potential molecular candidates and
pathways linking cognitive deficits and in particular
AD and DM, target study proteins were identified
for each of the two pathologies. The KEGG path-
way was used as a tool to identify the key proteins
for AD and IS, resulting in 361 key proteins for
AD and 136 key proteins for IS. The Homo sapi-
ens Uniprot code for each of the studied proteins
was retrieved (Supplementary Tables 1 and 2). Dif-
ferent databases (IntAct, String, and BioGRID) were
tested but IntAct demonstrated to provide the most
comprehensive and reliable/curated data, as it rep-
resent a merge of 11 different databases (such as
IntAct, MINT, Uniprot, among others) and is a part
of the International Molecular Exchange Consortium
(IMEx) [34]. Thus, this database was used to recover
the interactome for all key proteins.

The interactome for each protein was submitted
to the Cytoscape platform 3.8.2, and the networks
for both AD and IS constructed (Supplementary Fig-
ure 1A, B). The interactome network for the synapse
was also determined (Supplementary Figure 1C). In
all cases, high density networks representing direct
protein-protein interactions were obtained. To sum-
marize, the number of interacting proteins/genes
identified in each case was: 6,782 associated with
AD, 4,484 associated with the IS pathway, and 12,397
associated with the synapse.

Subsequently, the list of proteins coincident
between AD and IS was extracted, resulting in a total
of 3,176 proteins/genes. This list was crossed with
the synaptic interactome (Supplementary Figure 1C),
leading to the identification of 2,982 proteins/genes

http://www.kinhub.org/
http://hupho.uniroma2.it/
http://www.kinector.ca/
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Fig. 1. Synaptic AD/IS coincident network. Representation of all proteins retrieved from the interception between Alzheimer’s disease (AD),
insulin signaling (IS), and the synapse. Community cluster (GLay) from ClusterMaker 2.0 was used to create the communities. Node size
increases with higher values of betweenness centrality. A) Each community/cluster is highlighted in a different color. Key AD proteins are
marked with a black circumference, key IS proteins with a dark grey circumference, and nodes common to both with a red circumference.
B) Network with kinases filled in red, catalytic subunits of protein phosphatases filled in green and genetic risk factors for AD marked with
a black circumference. Clusters are numbered left to right, top panel (clusters 1 to 4) and bottom panel (clusters 5 to 10), several proteins
(102) are not integrated into clusters.

(Supplementary Table 3) that were extracted to build a
synaptic network of AD/IS coincident proteins using
Cytoscape (Fig. 1A, B). After the synaptic enrich-
ment, 158 key AD proteins remain in the network
and 94 for IS. These nodes are represented in Fig. 1A
with a black and grey circumference respectively, and
those common to both situations have been denoted
with a red circumference.

Betweenness centrality analysis was performed
on the network, whereby larger nodes represent a
higher value (Fig. 1). This parameter is measured
by the number of shortest paths that pass through

a given node, highlighting the nodes that have the
highest influence in the network [35]. Using com-
munity cluster (GLay) from clusterMaker2 [28], it
was possible to identify 10 different communities
(Fig. 1A) within our data set, with increased impor-
tance for the first four communities (Fig. 2), with
bigger hubs and genes/proteins with higher values of
betweenness centrality. This community cluster uses
the Girvan-Newman fast greedy algorithm to create
the communities. This algorithm uses edge between-
ness to group several nodes. The edge betweenness
is defined by the number of shortest paths between
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Fig. 2. Cluster analysis. A) Absolute number of nodes with characteristics as indicated for each cluster. B) Different node characteristics
represented as a percentage of nodes within each cluster and as a total of the synaptic AD and IS coincident network. Cluster 9 and 10 were
excluded since no relevant nodes were present. OC, outside of the clusters.

pairs of nodes. The algorithm calculates the edge
betweenness of the entire network and then removes
the highest value, successively repeating these steps
until the communities are formed [36].

Moreover, using a list of genetic risk factors for
AD identified by genome-wide association studies,
121 genetic risk genes for AD were detected within
the network here discussed (Fig. 1B). Kinases and
phosphatases are indicated as red and green nodes
respectively (Fig. 1B). The characteristics of the clus-
ters are summarized in Fig. 2.

Key AD genes/proteins distributed throughout
clusters 1 to 8, represented 3% to 8% of the nodes,
except for cluster 6, accounting for only 1% of
the nodes (Fig. 2). However, most of the AD key
nodes, 44, mapped to cluster 1. Key IS genes/proteins

showed a percentual distribution throughout clus-
ters 1 to 7, ranging from 1% to 4% of the total
number of nodes in each cluster, but with the great-
est representation of 22 nodes in cluster 2. Shared
key AD and IS nodes can be found in most clus-
ters (ranging from 1% to 8% of the total nodes), but
in absolute terms are mainly found in cluster 1 (15
nodes, representing 1.7% of the cluster) and cluster 2
(8 nodes, representing 1.3% of the cluster). A total of
32 key synaptic proteins were common to AD and IS,
and these may represent important hubs of crosstalk
between AD and IS at the synapse. These key proteins
include members of the AKT family (AKT1, AKT2,
AKT3), the CALM family (CALM1, CALML3, CAL
ML5), the IRS family (INSR, IRS1, IRS2, IRS4),
the MAPK family (MAP2K1, MAP2K2, MAPK1,
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MAPK10, MAPK3, MAPK8, MAPK9), the PIK3
family (PIK3CA, PIK3CB, PIK3CD, PIK3R1,
PIK3R2, PIK3R3), GSK3�, MTOR, BAD and the
RAS/RAF signaling pathway (ARAF, BRAF, RAF1,
HRAS, KRAS, NRAS). These nodes are identified
with a red circumference in Fig. 1A and indicated in
Fig. 2A.

Given the characteristics of the 32 key proteins
already mentioned, it is evident that protein phos-
phorylation is a central event crosslinking AD and

IS. As such, not only was the ‘synaptic AD/IS coinci-
dent network’ annotated (Fig. 1B) for protein kinases
and protein phosphatases but each community/cluster
was also analyzed for these proteins (Fig. 2). In each
of the clusters (from 1 to 7) kinases are represented
from 3% to 14% of the total nodes and phos-
phatases from 1% to 10%. Evidently both kinases
and phosphatases are extremely well represented in
this network, and thus highly relevant to AD and IS
signaling at the synapse.

Fig. 3. Gene ontology analyses. Graphical representation of the distribution of the genes in the ‘Synaptic AD/IS coincident network’ with
respect to cellular component, biological process, and molecular function. Top 12 hits are indicated.
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The first cluster/community is mainly dominated
by LRRK2, the biggest and most important node
from our analysis, followed by GSK3� and AKT1.
Also, YWHAZ, the gene for the 14-3-3 protein
zeta/delta appears with a high value of betweenness
and centrality (Supplementary Figure 2). The sec-
ond cluster/community exhibits as a major node the
EGFR protein and EGFR signaling with special high-
light on SRC and FYN, two tyrosine kinases that
are known to be recruited upon EGFR activation
and play a role in the signaling pathway. The third
cluster/community has as central nodes proteins well
identified and associated with several neuropatholo-
gies. Among them, DISC1 involved in schizophrenia
(which is also a genetic risk factor for AD), A�PP
a key protein in AD and HTT likewise relevant in
Huntington’s disease. The fourth cluster/community
also has a high representation of serine/threonine
protein phosphatases’ catalytic subunits, and sig-
nificantly includes PPP1CA and PPP1CC. Both
are important for AD associated processing path-
ways. The fifth cluster/community is associated
with MAPK signaling, with high representation of
MAP kinases but also dual-specificity phosphatases,
known to regulate this signaling pathway. The
major gene/protein in the sixth cluster/community is
PRNP, a major prion protein, followed by two sub-
units of the calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein
kinases type 2 (CAMK2A and CAMK2B). More-
over, and although MAP kinases are central in the
fifth cluster/community, MAPK8 appears as the cen-
tral node of the seventh cluster/community, followed
by APBB1, an A�PP binding protein that encodes
the Fe65 protein. The remaining clusters (8 to 10)
include few or no proteins of interest to the study
here presented.

Gene ontology analysis of the synaptic AD/IS
network

The proteins/genes represented in Fig. 1 were sub-
sequently submitted to SysBioTK for GO analysis
[29]. The analysis was performed with respect to
Cellular Component, Biological Process and Molec-
ular Function and the top GO hits are displayed in
Fig. 3. The principal Cellular Components identified
are intracellular, organelle, cytoplasm, and nucleus.
Also, proteins present in plasma membrane have a
high incidence, corroborating a synaptic enrichment.

Anatomical structure development appears as the
first Biological Process in the GO analyses and signal
transduction as the second. These first two processes

are followed by transport (Fig. 3). These top Biolog-
ical Processes are consistent with a dynamic activity
at the synapse where signal transduction plays a
central role. Furthermore, cellular protein modifica-
tion appears as the sixth top Biological Process (this
includes post-translational modifications), this is an
important feature in signal transduction, as signal-
ing cascades are mainly regulated by phosphorylation
and dephosphorylation events.

Regarding Molecular Function, ion binding,
enzyme binding, and both RNA and DNA binding
appear highly represented. Furthermore, a high inci-
dence of kinase activity can be observed, listed as the
top seventh Molecular Function.

The synaptic AD/IS kinase and phosphatase
network

For proper neuronal and synaptic function, sig-
naling pathways use phosphorylation and cascade
activation of kinases in response to a stimulus, and
phosphatases restore the phosphorylation levels to
basal states. Not surprisingly, in the data thus far
presented signal transduction, kinases, and protein
phosphorylation related events are extremely well
represented in the ‘synaptic AD/IS coincident net-
work’. Thus, to address this issue more specifically,
a network with specific focus on kinases and phos-
phatases was developed.

Using Fig. 1 as a model, all human kinases and
phosphatases (catalytic and regulatory subunits) were
extracted to build a phosphorylation network (Fig. 4).
Since several protein phosphatases require regulatory
subunits for proper dephosphorylation and substrate
docking, these were included to produce the AD/IS
synaptic kinase and phosphatase network ‘ADIS-
synKP network’.

The resulting network includes 271 nodes, of
which 179 correspond to kinases, 56 to catalytic
subunits of phosphatases, and 38 to regulatory phos-
phatase subunits (two of these regulatory subunits
are also kinases). Since the ADISsynKP network
includes only kinases and phosphatases, it high-
lights the impact of several signaling pathways with
pivotal importance for a synaptic IS related AD
phenotype. For this purpose, a new betweenness cen-
trality analysis was performed for this network, to
identify protein kinases that may play an important
role in IS-mediated AD development but could be
masked in the previous network. From this analy-
sis, LRRK2 remained as the largest hub. However,
EGFR, PPP1CA, and MAPK1 appear to be even
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Fig. 4. AD/IS synaptic kinase and phosphatase network. Color code obeys the communities presented in Fig. 1A. Node size increases with
higher values of betweenness centrality. Kinases are highlighted with a dark red border and catalytic subunits of protein phosphatases are
highlighted with a green border.

more important from this signaling pathway point of
view. Moreover, two additional nodes, MAPK1 (also
known as ERK2) and MAPK8 (also known as JNK1),
emerge with high betweenness centrality values in the
ADISsynKP network (Fig. 4).

Signaling pathways towards pivotal proteins
involved in AD

To understand the potential influence of the most
impactful kinases identified in Fig. 4, the kinector tool
was used to explore the impact of these kinases on

two key AD proteins, A�PP and tau. For this, the top
six kinases with higher betweenness centrality val-
ues from Fig. 4 were used (LRRK2, GSK3B, EGFR,
AKT1, MAPK1, and FYN). Using three levels of con-
nectivity, a signaling pathway was constructed for
each of the six proteins towards A�PP (Fig. 5) and
tau (Fig. 6), to unravel the potential undirect links
between them.

LRRK2 can stimulate both activation of AKT1 and
the MAPK cascade, leading to phosphorylation of
A�PP by ABL1, CDK1, and JNK proteins (MAPK8
and MAPK9) and LRRK2 itself (Fig. 5.1), while
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Fig. 5. Signaling pathways towards A�PP phosphorylation. Graphical view of signaling pathways of the top 6 proteins with higher between-
ness centrality values from Fig. 4 towards A�PP using the kinector tool. 1) LRRK2 signaling pathway towards A�PP. 2) GSK3B signaling
pathway towards A�PP. 3) AKT1 signaling pathway towards A�PP. 4) EGFR signaling pathway towards A�PP. 5) ERK2 signaling pathway
towards APP. 6) FYN signaling pathway towards A�PP.

towards tau, activation of AKT1 is the main link
between them (Fig. 6.1). GSK3B has a direct link
towards both A�PP (Fig. 5.2) and tau (Fig. 6.2),
and it is likely the most important kinase towards
tau hyperphosphorylation. AKT1 emerged as a cen-
tral protein as it can be activated by LRRK2, EGFR,
MAPK1 (ERK2), and FYN towards tau and can
activate MAPK signaling culminating in activation
of GSK3� and casein kinase 2 alpha (CSNK2A1)
(Fig. 6.3), while it can indirectly phosphorylate A�PP
by activating CDK1, SRC, GSK3�, and JNK pro-
teins (MAPK8 and MAPK9) (Fig. 5.3). Furthermore,
EGFR and FYN act in a similar way, very likely
due to FYN acting as an effector of EGFR signal-
ing, resulting as an activation of the MAPK signaling
towards both A�PP (Fig. 5.4 and 5.6) and tau (Fig. 6.4
and 6.6). Both EGFR and FYN also activate AKT1

toward tau, reinforcing the key role of AKT1. Lastly,
MAPK1 (ERK2), as a part of the MAPK signaling
cascade, plays an important role towards both A�PP
and tau phosphorylation (Fig. 5.5 and 6.5). Emphasiz-
ing the latter, MAPK1 (ERK2) leads to the activation
of several kinases that are known to be involved
in the hyperphosphorylation of tau, such as AKT1,
CDK5, CSNK2A1, BRSK1 and 2, and MARK1 and
2 (Fig. 6.5).

DISCUSSION

Cognitive based studies on the pcb-Cohort reveal
that there is some degree of association between
DM and memory deficits. Additionally, individuals
with DM and memory deficits share comorbidities
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Fig. 6. Signaling pathways towards tau phosphorylation. Graphical view of signaling pathways of the top 6 proteins with higher betweenness
centrality values from Fig. 4 towards tau using the kinector tool. 1) LRRK2 signaling pathway towards tau. 2) GSK3B signaling pathway
towards tau. 3) AKT1 signaling pathway towards tau. 4) EGFR signaling pathway towards tau. 5) ERK2 signaling pathway towards tau. 6)
FYN signaling pathway towards tau.

with gastrointestinal and respiratory diseases. Gas-
trointestinal disease, in particular, is relevant to the
gut-brain axis presently intensely studied, and first
reported by us for this cohort in 2017 [25]. Clearly
there are mechanisms in the gut-DM-cognition axis
which need to be further investigated. As presented
in the introduction, growing evidence links impaired
brain insulin signaling and insulin resistance to AD
development. An association between diabetes and
poor cognitive scores in MMSE test was observed in
the data here presented, linking diabetes to a deteri-
oration in cognition. Additionally, and of particular
relevance, carriers of the allele APOE �2 appeared to
be protected against DM, an allele also protective for
AD [37].

DM is intimately associated with insulin, whereby
the latter and the IGF signaling pathways regulate

a wide range of neuronal processes [38]. Brain
insulin/IGF resistance leads to impaired cellular
responses. Consistently, depletion or suppression of
brain insulin receptor expression or function, using
animal models, leads to cognitive impairment and
AD-type neurodegeneration [39, 40]. The insulin and
IGF-1 receptors control tau and ChAT (choline acetyl
transferase) gene expression levels [41]. Both are
essential for cellular brain activity, and this explains
how insulin resistance or deficiency contributes to
brain plasticity, synaptic dysfunction, and cognitive
decline [6].

At a cellular level, insulin binds to the alpha-
subunit of the insulin receptor, activating tyrosine
kinase phosphorylation of its beta-subunit. This leads
to the activation of second messengers and trans-
duction pathways, involving the binding of insulin
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receptor substrates 1 and 2 (IRS1 and IRS2) to phos-
phatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K). Insulin and IGF
resistance reduce signaling via PI3K/AKT [42], and
Wnt/�-catenin [43], which in turn increases GSK3�
activation. Consistently the latter was identified as
a central node in the ‘synaptic AD/IS coincident
network’ here presented and is pivotal to tau hyper-
phosphorylation and NFT formation.

Leucine-rich repeat serine/threonine-protein kin-
ase 2 (LRRK2) appears as the central node and
thus, the most important protein in the synapse
that contributes to AD through insulin signaling, or
more likely, insulin resistance. LRRK2 mutations are
common in familial Parkinson’s disease and always
accompanied with tau pathology in these patients,
even in some cases, with absence of �-synuclein
pathology [44]. Furthermore, a recent study showed
that LRRK2 deficiency in rodents impairs insulin-
mediated translocation of GLUT4 [45]. Although
GLUT4 is not the principal regulator of glucose
uptake in neurons, it plays an important role in mem-
ory processing in hippocampal neurons [46]. LRRK2
was also described as an activator of AKT1 and
LRRK2 mutations in Parkinson’s disease, showing
decreased association of this two proteins, potentiat-
ing neurodegeneration [47]. In the different networks
developed LRRK2 remained as the most central
hub in our data set, increasing its overall poten-
tial to be a therapeutic target or biomarker for AD
development.

GSK3� is a known key protein in AD pathogen-
esis, mainly due to its direct role in A�PP and tau
phosphorylation. GSK3� can phosphorylate A�PP
at threonine 668, potentially increasing A� peptide
formation [48] and can also phosphorylate more than
40 known residues in tau, most of them important
for the formation of NFTs [49]. AKT can phos-
phorylate GSK3� at serine 9 and inactivate it, in
response to active IS. However, insulin resistance
reduces AKT activation and consequently leads to
increased catalytic activity of GSK3� [50]. Both
GSK3� and AKT appear highlighted as important
nodes from our analysis, as was expected given their
direct involvement in IS. The influence of IS on
A�PP processing and AD has already been well doc-
umented by several groups. Besides the influence
of GSK3� in A�PP already discussed, IR knockout
mice show a significant decrease in the A� peptide
burden [51]. Moreover, insulin resistant cells showed
an increase in A� peptide levels, through an increase
in autophagosomes [52]. In our study several proteins
already associated with neurodegenerative diseases

emerged as central hubs, besides A�PP, disrupted
in schizophrenia 1 protein (DISC1), and HTT were
also identified, implicating their involvement in an
IS associated regulatory mechanism. DISC1 poly-
morphisms have been reported to be a genetic risk
factor for late AD onset [53]. Interestingly, mice with
mutations in this gene exhibit neuronal alterations on
IGF signaling, impacting directly on AKT-GSK3�
and ERK1/2 signaling pathways, leading to increase
activity of GSK3� and ERK1/2 [54]. Huntingtin
(HTT) is the major protein involved in Huntington
disease, and a key protein in our findings. Post-
mortem analysis of hippocampal samples from AD
brains showed an increase of HTT co-localizing with
NFT [55]. Additionally, a recent study showed a cor-
relation between mutations in HTT gene and both
AD and diabetes critical biological processes [56].
Taken together the data here presented reinforces the
link between GSK3�, AKT, ERK1/2, A�PP, DISC1,
HTT, IGF, AD, and DM.

The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)
and the respective signaling pathway emerged also
emerged as key players from the analysis here
reported. EGFR can be activated by A� oligomeric
peptides and induce A� associated toxicity mainly by
activation of MAPK signaling [57]. EGFR signaling
can also recruit and activate SRC and FYN tyrosine
kinases, which were identified as key proteins in this
study. Both SRC and FYN play an important role in
synaptic signal transduction and have already impli-
cated in AD pathogenesis, mainly due their role in the
regulation of N-Methyl-D-Aspartate receptors [58].
Moreover, FYN has become one of the principal pro-
teins in the link between A� peptide toxicity and
downstream tau hyperphosphorylation. FYN tyrosine
kinase can be activated in neurons by oligomeric
forms of A� peptides and consequently cause tau
hyperphosphorylation and aggregation [59]. Signif-
icantly, transgenic tau mice with knockout of FYN
exhibited reduced phosphorylation at tau tyrosine 18
and almost complete ablation of NFTs [60].

Interestingly, EGFR and MAPK1 (also known as
ERK2) appear to play an even more significant role
from a signaling pathway point-of-view. This again
highlights the importance of IS and EGFR signaling
in the activation of MAPK signaling associated with
AD development. Moreover, MAPK8 (also known
as JNK1) activation is known to promote the expres-
sion of pro-apoptotic genes, leading to apoptosis,
re-enforcing a different perspective whereby MAPK
signaling pathway may play a role in AD pathogen-
esis [61].
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Furthermore, a signaling pathway between the six
main kinases from our analysis were crossed with
A�PP and tau to unravel undirect roles towards their
phosphorylation. This analysis again highlighted the
role of AKT1 as well as reinforced the role of the
MAPK signaling pathway already discussed.

For each phosphorylation event there is a fun-
damental counterbalance role in signaling cascades
played by protein phosphatases. It is therefore
perhaps not surprising that serine/threonine-protein
phosphatase 1 catalytic subunit alpha (PPP1CA) and
serine/threonine protein phosphatase 1 catalytic sub-
unit gamma (PPP1CC) also emerge as important
central hubs, in the work here presented. These are the
major protein phosphatases controlling the dephos-
phorylation of IS pathway and dephosphorylate both
A�PP, preventing A� peptide production [62, 63],
and tau, although protein phosphatase 2 alpha has a
more significant role in the latter [64]. Nonetheless,
PPP1CA appears to have a high impact in the net-
works here presented, which was expected since its
known to be involved in the regulation of numerous
neuronal signaling pathways [65].

It is highly probable that other proteins associated
with AD and T2D were not identified with this anal-
ysis. We are clearly limited by present knowledge of
already described protein interactors, proteins with a
higher number of known interactors have increased
presence in our analysis and may be overrepresented.
Although this is a limitation of this study, it was
nonetheless possible to identify novel proteins that
may be deregulated in AD and may play an important
role in the development of AD in T2D patients.

Besides the molecular overlap between AD and
DM, this work also revealed important overlaps at
a cellular level. In fact, the GO analysis of the
proteins/genes extracted from the ‘synaptic AD/IS
coincident network’ reveal a high incidence of pro-
teins involved in anatomical structure development
and signal transduction, corroborating the impact
that IS can have in both synaptic differentiation
and signaling. Protein phosphorylation and dephos-
phorylation play an unquestionable role in synaptic
signaling and are in fact well represented in the
GO analysis through several functions, such as
the Biological Process “cellular protein modifica-
tion process” or the Molecular Process “kinase
activity”. An unbalance between the phosphoryla-
tion/dephosphorylation of several key AD proteins
plays a central role in the disease pathogenesis and
neuronal insulin resistance may potentially contribute
to this end. Synaptic dysfunction is one of the first

known events in AD pathogenesis and insulin resis-
tance is ideally positioned to be an early determinant
factor in this event [66, 67].

In summary, neuronal insulin resistance is an
important molecular factor in AD pathogenesis and
can trigger or at least accelerate the pathogenic pro-
cess. DM patients are more susceptible to develop
cognitive impairments with age. However, APOE �2
appears to exert a protective role against the develop-
ment of DM, as it does for the development of AD.
From the bioinformatic analysis, LRRK2 emerged as
the central protein in an IS-related AD from a synaptic
point-of-view. Further work is necessary to under-
stand the influence of insulin in this protein, as it may
be a good therapeutic or biomarker target. Other pro-
teins arose from our analysis, such as GSK3�, AKT1,
EGFR, SRC, FYN, DISC1, HTT, MAPK associated
proteins, and the family of serine/threonine protein
phosphatases. Notably, the impact of neuronal insulin
signaling and neuronal insulin resistance in many
of these proteins remains unknown. This work also
reinforces the pivotal role of the MAPK signaling
pathways in AD and synaptic dysfunction, and their
potential dysregulation in insulin resistance condi-
tions.

Insulin signaling plays an unquestionable role in
memory and cognition, and consequently in AD, fur-
ther work is now necessary to understand all the
mechanisms behind these cascades of events.
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